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to the railway company, would represent the cost of twenty
two gas jets, while the electric light in the shed was consid
ered to have satisfactorily replaced fifty-two jets, thus leaving 
an economy of thirty jets, or about 60 per cent. in favor of 
the electric light. 

The light has been in use here since January 15th, 1877. 
A series of careful experiments have been carried out by the 
officers of the company. The results show that on an aver
age 2� actual horse-power is required per light per hour, 
sometimes a little more. sometimes rather less; and that the 
square carbons of %in. a side were consumed at the rate of 
4in. per hour, or at a cost of lYzd., waste included. 

Messrs Powell, after two years' experience in their erecting 
shed, find the electric light much cheaper and more effect
ive. and have decided to extend it without delay to the whole 
of their works. Several examples of the third period were 
referred to, one of which may be given as typical of the suc
cess attained. The Western Railway of France {',arly in 1878 
applied the Lontin system to their goods yard at the Paris 
terminus-St. Lazare. For this purpose, six electric lights 
are placed against the columns which carry the roof. at a 
height of about 12ft. from the ground. They are provided 
with electricity from a Lontin-double-machine, of the type 
known as of "12.000 candles." The motor power being af
forded by an agricultual engine of 8-horse power nominal, 
the piston being 9 Yzin. in diameter and 13Ysin. stroke, the 
average pressure in the boiler being 83 lbs. per square inch, 
and 110 the average number of revolutions per minute of the 
fly'wheel-the total hourly consumption of coal per hour 
being about 80 lbs. -the lights were found, by a series of 
careful experiments-of which later on-to be of a mean 
luminous intensity of 480 candles each. They are generally 
left naked, without any shade. without any ill effect being 
produced upon the persons below. 

The lamps used are the Serrin, modified by Lontin, so as 
to admit of several being placed upon one circuit; in this in
stance they are placed in pairs, six lamps upon three circuits. 
The consumption of the % round carbons was found to be 
at the rate of 11,2' d. per light per hour. The average work 
ing expenses of these six lights are, per hour-

Coal. &c .• for engine. at 328. per ton 
Carbons for six lamps 
Engineman and stoker 

Total honrly cost for six lamps 

s. d. . •. 1 2 
.. 0 8 
• .  010 

2 8 
Or per light per hour . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 0 5M 
Add for mterest on ontlay for depr eciation and repairs " 0 2� 

Total hourly expense for each light .. 0 8 

In conclusion the Jablochkoff light, as use d in the Place 
and A venue de l'Opera and other parts of Paris, was men
tioned, and the conclusion arrived at was that the system 
was to all intents and purposes obsolete, inasmuch as the 
expense was enormous. The loss to the company promoting 
the use of this light was shown to be very great, and, it is 
stated, that notwithstandiug the loss. the Societe Generale 
d'Electricite have consented to continue the lighting at a 
reduced rate. The price paid to them will be, up to Janu
ary 15th next, at the highly remunerative rate of about lUd. 
per light per hour, for what, on their own sta.telllt)nt, costs 
nearly lld. 

[Continued from SUPPLEMBNT Nos. 144. 145. and 153.] 

OUTLINES OF CHEMISTRY. 
By HENRY M. MCINTIRE, M.E. 

COPPER (atomic weight, 63'5; symbol, Cu). Copper is 
one of the earliest known metals. It was in use long before 
iron, both as copper and in combination with tin. It is so 
well known that it hardly needs description. It possesses a 
deep red color, very great tenacity, and is very malleable 
and ductile. It melts at a red, and is slightly volatilized at 
an intense white heat. tingeing a flame. then, l\Teen. When 
exposed to the air, dry or moist, or to pure water, it is not 
affected. Besides its very many uses in the arts, as a metal 
it is quite important as a constituent of alloys. With zinc it 
forms brass. and with different proportions of tin, bronze, 
bell metal, gun metal, or speculum metal, as the case may 
be. There are two important oxides of copper, Cu20 and 
CuO. 

Suboxide of copper, cuprous oxide, or red oxide of cop
per, Cu.O, occurs in nature, and may easily be prepared ar
tificially. It unites with acids to form the cuprous salts, 
which are not stable, changing rapidly in the air to the 
CUpfl'C. 

Cupric oxide. or black oxide of copper, CuO. This is the 
oxide that is formed when heated copper is acted upon. by 
the atmosphere. It is a. quite useful agent in analytical 
chemistry. It unites with acids to form the cupric salts, of 
which may be mentioned cupric sulphate (CuSO •• 5H.0), 
commonly known as blue vitriol, a substance employed ill 
the manufacture of several pigments, in calico printmg, III 
the galvanic battery. etc. 

Lead (atomic weight, 207; symbol, Pb). Lead is a quite 
ancient metal, that is, if the age of a metal depends on the 
length of time that it has been known to man. It is, as is 
well known, of a bluish white color, quite !'oft, and almost 
a failure with regard to auctility and tenacity. In perfectly 
dry air the surface of the metal remains untarnished, but, 
if the air be moist, a film or oxide soon forms. In pure 
water lead is uncnan�ed, but if the water be impure it at
tacks the metal, and In some cases dissolves some of it; and 
as lead is poisonous, and is often used for water pipes, the 
question of "lead poisoning" is one of vast importance. It 
is a certain fact that all kinds of water will not dissolve the 
metal; which will and which will not is, however, an open 
question. It may be set down. however, that if water con
tains free carbonic acid it will be injured by contact with lead, 
as carbonate of lead will be formed, which is soluble in water 
containing carbonic acid. If the water contains carbonates 
it may be regarded as safe. for carbonate of lead will be 
formed as a coating on the metal, which will be insoluble in 
the water (that is, if nofree carbonic acid be present); the 
same thing may be said of sulphates. But for water contain
ing chlorides or nitrates the case is the reverse. 

The alloys of lead are quite important: shot lead (lead and 
arsenic), type metal (lead and antimony), may be mentioned. 
There are three oxides of lead, PbO, PbO., and 2PbO,PbO •. 

Litharge, or lead monoxide, PbO. The oxide formed by 
the action of air in melted lead. Its color varies from straw 
yellow to yellow red, depending on the method of prepara
tion. It forms with acids the lead salts. 

Lead dioxide, or punk colorE'd oxide of lead, PbO., a 
brown powder, which, when heated, yields up half of its 
oxygen and is changed to the monoxide. It does not form a 
series of salts. 

Minium, red lead, or red oxide of lead, 2PbO.Pb02• A I the very beginning of this series of articles. A few of the 
mixture of the two preceding oxides. Used chiefly in the most important organic substances will be mentioned. almost 
manufacture of flint-glass. Of the salts of lead of much im- at random, and with that these articles will close. 
portance are lead acetate, or sugar of lead, and lead carbo
nate, or white lead. 

Thallium (atomic weight. 204; symbol, TI). A metal that 
was discovered by Mr. William Crookes, of London, in 1861, 
by means of the spectroscope. It occurs in iron pyrites. 
where it seems to take the place of arsenic. It resembles 
lead very much in its physical properties. It has two oxides, 
TI.O and TI20 •. 

Mercury (atomic weight, 200; symbol, Hg). Mercury is 
one of the metals earliest known to man. It derives its name 
from the Greek, meaning liquid silver, for what reason is 
obvious. It is the only metal liquid at the ordinary tempe
rature, solidifying at 39° below zero, and boiling at 662° 
above, although it slowly volatilizes at all temperatures, It 
is not oxidized at ordinary temperature, but at about 750° it 
rapidly absorbs oxygen, forming the red oxide. It is used 
to a great extent in metallurgy, for the extraction of gold and 
silver from the ores. Many of the amalgams are of great 
use in the arts. Some of its salts are quite valuable in a 
medical way, others for pigments. Mercury forms two ox
ides, Hg.O, HgO. 

Suboxide, or black oxide of mercury, or mercurous oxide, 
Hg20, can easily be prepared, but is very unstable, pass
ing upon the least provocation into the red oxide and the 
metal. With acids it forms the mercurous salts, of which 
mercurous chloride, or calomel (HgCI), is quite important. 

Red oxide of mercury, or mercuric oxide, HgO. Much 
more stable than the preceding, but not so much so that 
when heated to redness it will not be changed to oxygen and 
mercury, for which reason it is often employed as an oxidiz
ingagent. It forms with acids the mercurous salts, of which 
mercuric chloride, or corrosive sublimate, HgC12, may be 
mentioned. 

Silver (atomic weight, 108; symbol, Ag). This is another 
of the metals first known to man. It occurs in nature, both 
native and in ores. from which it is quite easily extracted. It 
is of a pure white color, quite hard, quite malleable and 
ductile, and is probably the best conductor of heat and 
electricity known. Silver is not affected by the air at any 
temperature. It stains glass yellow to orange; is but slightly 
attacked by hydrochloric acid. Boiling sulphuric acid 
changes it to sulphate. but nitric acid. hot, cold, strong, or 
dilute, dissolves it quite readily. It has also a great affinity 
for sulphur, formine; with it the black sulphide. This is the 
cause of the tarnishIng of silver. There are two principal 
oxides of silver, Ag.O, Ag.O. 

The suboxide, Ag40, is a black powder, very unstable. It 
forms with acids the lower series of silver salts which are of 
so little importance (and very, very unstable, by the way) 
that they need hardly be spoken of. 

Silver oxide, Ag.O, is of a brown color, being decomposed 
into oxygen and silver at a red heat. It forms the well
known series of silver salts of which silver nitrate is, per
haps, of the most importance. Its properties are too well 
known to require description. 'fhe like may be said of the 
chloride, iodide, and bromide. 

Ethyl alcohol, C2H.O, is produced in the vinous fermen
tation of sugar. The solution of sugar is fermented, and the 
alcohol separated by distilling, being repeatedly distilled to 
separate from the water. It is a colorless. volatile liquid, 
with a characteristic and pleasing odor and burning taste. 
It is a solvent for very many substances. 

Ether, C.H,OO, called often sulJlhuric ether, although in 
ehemistry sulphuric ether is another substance than this, 
which is there known as ethyl-ether. It is called sulphuric 
ether, in common parlance. because it is made from alcohol 
by means of sulphuric acid. When alcohol is added to 
sulphuric acid, ether and water are given off. It is a very 
valuable liquid. having a characteristic smell ; its vapor is 
inflammable, and even explosive when mixed with air. 

Acetic acid, C.H.O., may be prepared by the direct oxi. 
dation of alcohol. When alcohol is changed to acetic acid, 
acetic fermentation is said to have taken place. * This acid 
is a colorless liquid, solidifying at a temperature of 63°, from 
which it is called .. glacial." It has a peculiar smell. and 
mixes with water in all proportions. It will not then solidify 
at the temperature given above, and is no longer "glacial." 
It forms with bases the series of salts known as acetates. 

Oxalic acid, C.H.O., occurs in crystals, which are decom
posed by heat into carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, and 
formic acid. With bases it forms oxalates, which may be 
either neutral or acid. 

Tartaric acid, O,H.O., occurs in many plants and the 
juice of many fruits. It is obtained in large crystals, easily 
soluble in water. It forms tartrates with bases, which may 
be either acid or neutral. The neutral potassic tartrate is 
deposited during the fermentation of wine, and is known as 
tartar. The acid potassic tartrate is known as cream of tar
tar, and the double tartrate of potassium and antimony as 
tartar emetic. 

Citric acid, C.HBO" occurs in many fruits, notably in the 
lemon. It is obtained in large crystals. soluble in water . 
It forms citrates, which may be acid, neutral, or basic. 

Glycerin, C.H,O •. occurs in most fats and oils, united 
with a fatty acid. Thus in stearine it is united with stearic 
acid, as �lycerin tristearate. In soap-making the acid is 
united WIth an alkali to form an alkaline stearate (soap) and 
the glycerin is liberated. It is a thick, sirupy liquid, color
less, and heavier than water. It mixes with alcohol and 
with water in all proportions. If it be acted upon by strong 
nitric acid, trinitroglycerin is formed, the violent explosive 
so useful in engineering operations. 

Saccharine bodies, of which it may be mentioned that 
there are three classes : 1. Sucroses, or sugars proper ; 2, 
glucoses. or grape sugars ; and, 3, amyloses, or starch and 
woody fiber. Of the sucroses, or sugar proper (C12H220ll), 
sucrose, or cane sugar, and lactose, or milk sugar, and of 
the glucoses, or grape sugars (C.U,.O,), dextrose, or grape 
sugar, and levulose, or fruit sugar, may be mentioned, and 
of the amy loses. or starch and woody fiber (C,H,OO.). starch, 
setrim, gums, and cellulose may be instanced. 

Starch occurs very widely in the vegetable world. It is 
insoluble in cold water, but becomes soluble in boiling. 
When heated to 320°, it is converted into dextrin, or British 
gum. 

Gold (atomic weight, 197; symbol, Au). The exceptions 
are so very, very rare, that it may be said that gold always 
occurs in nature in the metallic state, and with the exception 
of iron as the most widely distributed metal known (that is, 
of the metals that are made use of in the metallic state). For Cell,tUose, " the colorless material of the woody fiber of 
example. there is enough of it in the clay underlying the city young plants," may be seen in a nearly pure state in cotton 
of Philadelphia to pay the national debt, in all probability; or linen fiber. When acted upon by strong nitric acid. it 
and when it is remembered that the stratum underlying this becomes very inflammable, even explosive, and also soluble 
auriferous clay is generally richer in the metal than the clay in ether and alcohol. This is, of course, nitrocellulose (C6He 
is, it must be acknowledged tbat Philadelphia, of all places, (N02;.0.), gun-cotton, or soluble cotton. 
is certainly" upon a hard money basis." This metal is quite And, with this, organic chemistry is enced, although, soft, of a bright yellow color, may be drawn into wire, and, probably, many important substances have been left unis the most malleable of all metals. Selenic acid is the only mentioned-an excusable omission, when it is remembered simple acid that acts upon it. Free chlorine and nitro- . d d hydrochloric acid succeed in dissolving it. however. It has that organic chemistry Illclu es all of the vegetable an 
two oxides, the suboxide, Au.O, and the oxide, AuO. The animal kingdoms.-Phila. Photographer. 

salts of gold are of but little use, the chloride being. perhaps, 
AMMONIUM NITRATE. 
By SPENflER PICKERING. 

the only one that is utilized. The standard gold of the 
country-that is, the metal used for coin-is 900 fine; that 
is. there are 900 parts of gold to 100 of the alloy. silver. It 
might have been well to have said. under silver, that stand
ard silver is 900 fine (the alloy being copper). The United THE melting point of ammonium nitrate given in the vari
States uses the decimal system of fineness, similar to France; ous text .book,� �s �pparently incor�cct. .In t�e .. Dictionary 
on the other hand, England use, the duodecimal; her gold of �emIstry. I� I� stated to be 198 C.; Ill. MIller, 107'8° C.; 
and silver having one-twelfth of alloy and In GmelIn It IS stated that It melts Imperfectly at 06° 

. . . 
. 

. .  C., and perfectly at 108° C. But experiments on the crys-PlatInum (atomIC WeIght, 197'4; symbol, Pt.) PlatInum IS tallized substance which had been dried at 100° C. invariaqui�e ra�e, occur!ing �lways in the n;etallic .state. It is a 

I
i bly gave its melti�g point at 1650 to 166° C., wheth�r it had whIte m�tal, wh�ch W Ill take!1 very hIgh po,lIsh . . Not ver.y been recrystallized from water or from alcohol; it was also hard, qUIte du?tIl� and tenacIOUS, and very InfUSIble. It IS 1 found that the amount of water retained by the moist crysaffected �y a�Ids In exact!y the sa�e way as . gold, except tals after being pressed between blotting paper (about 0'55 

that selemc �Ill not affect It.. AlkalJes at a. hIgJ,1 tempera- per cent.) did not lower its melting point more than 3° C. ture attack �t to an apprecI�ble extent. C�lorIne has no Ammonium nitrate dissolves easily in alcohol, but is much effect. up�n It. It has two OXIdes, the pr<?toxIde. �tO! and less soluble in this liquid than in watel'. From either its 
�he b.InOXIde, PtO •.

. 
Its salts are ?f bu.t lIttle ,,!se; It, ItsE'lf, alcoholic or aqueous solution it is deposited. on cooling or I� chIefly us:d f?r. dIshes �nd crUCIbles, III chemICal laborato- on evaporation, in anhydrous crystals, which deliquesce only nes, for WhICh It IS peculIarly fitted. when exposed to very moist air. Portions of the substance 

Palladium (atomic weight,106'5; symbol, Pd). A very which had been dried at 100° C., and which w.eighed about 1 
rare metal occurring in tbe ores of platinum· was discovered grm., were exposed on watch glasses to the aIr of the labo. 
by Wollaston in the year 1803. 

. ratory for about eighteen hours; crystals obtained from an 
. . .  alcoholic solution gained in this way 0'06 per cent. of moist-

. Rhodl11m (atomIC WeIg�t, 104'3; symbol, Ro). Was also ure; and those obtained from an aqueous solution gained in dIscovered by Wollaston In 1803. It u�ually forms about one case 0'06, and in another 0'15 per cent.; crystals which one-half of a per cent. of the ores of platlllum. have been dried by being pressed between blotting paper 
Ruthenium (atomic weight, 104'2 ; symbol, Ru). is another will even lose a portion of the small amount of moisture 

metal which occurs in very small quantities in the ores of which they contain, the loss varying from 0'01 to 0'1 per 
platinum. It was discovered by Clausen, in 1845. cent. Some of the powdered substance which had been 

dried at 100° 'C. was exposed to the air of the lab0ratory for Osmium (atomic weight, 199; symbol, Os). Like the ten days, after which it was found to contain 0 09 per cent. 
preceding three, it occurs in platinum ores; was discovered of water, but on subsequent exposure to air perfectly satuin 1803 by Tennant. rated with moisture for twenty-two hours. it absorbed as 

Iridium (atomic weight, 197'1; symbol. Ir). Occurs in the much as 14 per cent. of water. In another experiment, 
same way as osmium, and was discovered by the same per- where the crystals had been obtained from an alcoholic solu
son at the same time. tion, the absorption amounted to 32 per cent. Some of the 

fused salt gained under similar circumstances 3'3 per cent., 
becoming, as in the two previous experiments, partially li
quefied. Ammonium nitrate is insoluble in ether. 

This, then, ends inorganic chemistry. 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. On being heated above its melting point, it begins to de. 

As the domains of organic chemistry are almost boundless, compose into nitrous ox�de a�d water at about 185° C.; �nd 
as the entire subject is by far the most complicated division not at 250° C., as stated In MIller and elsewhere.-Ohem�cal 
of chemistry, and as to treat it with the same degree of como ] News. 
ple .teness or incompleteness as the. inorga�ic di�sion re- -.-A-e- a-h-om-el-y-j -llu-s-tr-a-t i'-o -n -o-:f-a-:j-co-=-h-o-:Ii-c -a-n-=-d - a-c -et-:-ic......,-fe-nn-en-t-l1-:ti

-
on-.

- c-,.-:ider qUIres far more space than that reqUIred for lllorgamc chern- may be mentioned. When first made, it contains quite an amount of 
istry, no effort will be made here to speak in a general way I sugar b)lt ferm�ntation takes place, a!cohol is pr?du<;ed, and we have 
of organic chemistry, neither will it be required. Of course' .• hard c!der;" hme I;(oes on, the alcoholIc fermentatIOn IS comI!leted, and 
th th t· 1 t' b d th . .  I l'd d tithe acetIC fermentatIOn takes place, the alcohol becomes acetIC, and we e eore ICa par IS ase on e prlllClp es al own a have vinegar. 
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